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Pete Watson
CEO  | Atlas Cloud

Pete Watson is CEO of Atlas Cloud and has the flair and spirit to challenge both 

industry norms and the status quo, while still being grounded and always ‘leading 

from the front’. 

Outside of work Pete enjoys spending time with his young family and is an avid 

traveller, wine quaffer and curry connoisseur.

“2020 was a transformational year for the way we work, and the legal services 

sector was no exception. Our early lockdown survey, published in titles including 

The Times, City A.M., Legal Cheek, Today’s Conveyancer and Law Careers, saw us 

become one of the first to predict a shift to hybrid workplaces. We’re now revisiting 

the topic to learn how law firms can make the transition successfully.

“This is a timely event given that it comes less than a month before the government 

hopes to remove most of the restrictions we’ve found ourselves living under during 

the pandemic. I see this as almost a grand re-opening of society.

“Now is the time for law firms to start planning for how the workplace will look and 

operate post-pandemic. Every firm is unique so there’s no one-size-fits-all when it 

comes to solutions. However, we hope this event helps to inspire your plans for 

solving the hybrid working conundrum.

“We look forward to see you there!”

www.atlascloud.co.uk



TIME SESSION SPEAKER

10:00
Welcome: Welcome To The 
Hybrid Workplace: Society Is 
Opening Back Up

Pete Watson
CEO, Atlas Cloud

10:05
Implementing IT Change 
Projects Fit For The New Legal 
Workplace

David Baskerville
Director and Lead Consultant, 
Baskerville Drummond Group

10:20
Today's Cyber Security Risks For 
The Modern Law Firm

Jennifer Williams
CTO, Lawyer Checker

10:35
Preparing For The Future 
Workplace: Research-Backed 
Legal Insight

Jo Summers
Director, Acritas (part of 
Thomson Reuters)

10:50 Break / Prize Draw Pete Watson

10:55
IT For Smart Law Firms: 
Developing A Smart Device 
Strategy

Paul Butterworth
Head of Sales, Atlas Cloud

11:10
Managing A Remote Workforce: 
What The Covid-19 Pandemic 
Has Taught Us

Alex Holt
Director of Business 
Development, The Cashroom

11:25 Recap Pete Watson

11:30 Q&A All Speakers

12:00 Close



David Baskerville
Consultant | Baskerville Drummond Group

A seasoned Legal IT specialist, David founded Baskerville Drummond in 2011 and has 

grown the consultancy to be one of the leading providers of independent strategic 

advice to UK Law Firms.

He has assisted many firms undertaking strategic reviews, system selection and 

implementation, and is a retained trusted advisor (or Virtual IT Director) for several 

well-known firms.

Outside work David enjoys (or suffers) Rugby and has spent a lot of time working with 

his rescue dog, Hugo (baskervilledrummond.com/the-hugo-metaphor). 

www.baskervilledrummond.com

In this session, David will discuss the lessons learned from implementing new large-

scale change projects throughout the Covid-19 pandemic and how, given the new 

norms of hybrid working, these “approaches for challenging times” need to become 

“business as usual” approaches for all change programs. 



Jennifer Williams
CTO  | Lawyer Checker

Jen is an undeniable advocate for all solutions pertaining to cyber security. Her 

positive work in the industry assured her shortlisting for the ‘Security Leader of the 

Year’ category at the Computing Women in IT Excellence Awards in 2019.

www.lawyerchecker.co.uk

When considering what cyber security risks modern law firms face, there are five key 

areas that are most likely to form an attack’s basis:

1. Firewalls (boundary controls)    2. Secure configuration    3. Access controls 

4. Malware protection    5. Secure update management 

Cyber criminals are unscrupulous and deceitful but like many their driving force is 

return on investment albeit via unethical means. The more time and effort a criminal 

has to put into orchestrating an attack, the lower their potential profit. 

Law firm’s may assume that cyber criminals won’t target them and so don’t prioritise 

cyber security, often deeming they wouldn’t be in a criminals sights. The reality is, that 

a cyber criminal is making the same type of decisions about profitability as any other 

legitimate business owner. A firm that hasn’t invested in cyber security is an example 

of ‘low hanging fruit’ - a prime target for repeatable low-cost attack methods.

Jen will further discuss how firms can safeguard against such scenarios 

via low-cost, government accreditation. Thus protecting firms 

from a variety of modern cyber threats and attacks.



Jo Summers
Director  | Acritas (part of Thomson Reuters)

Jo is one of the leading commentators and presenters on law firm's competitiveness 

and strategy. She has worked for more than 18 years with the leading firms to help 

them interpret and act upon the rich depth of research and analysis that Acritas, now 

part of Thomson Reuters (since Nov 2019), commands.

Jo was one of the leadership team at Acritas building its foundations since 2002 and 

has been one of the key driving forces behind its market leadership. She speaks 

widely at partner conferences and retreats and many of the leading legal conferences 

and events. She is always looking for new angles from our research and insights - and 

intensely practical in looking for ways that findings can be applied to benefit 

leadership teams and partners.

Jo stays very close to the changing needs of the legal market and law firm clients - she 

conducts high level interviews with key clients and ensures these are fed back into 

our research projects and understanding. 

www.acritas.com

Long hours have always been an accepted practice of law, but lawyers are now 

wanting more flexibility and the opportunity to work in a hybrid fashion. We will look 

at recent global data from more than 2,000 law firm Partners and share the latest 

trends shaping the future of how we work. In the post-pandemic new normal way of 

working we have identified three different groups of senior lawyers that have 

differing expectations to maximise their wellbeing and 

effectiveness when offices do re-open.



Sign up at:  goatlas.co/smart

The kit is yours to trial for 30 days, then simply send
it back using the pre-paid postage label provided. 
More information will be provided at the event.

The kit includes: 

> Miracast 4K dongle
> Bluetooth folding keyboard
> Bluetooth mouse

> Citrix virtual desktop trial
> Microsoft Office 365 trial

Just add a TV or monitor and your Smartphone or tablet.



Terms: 

• Entrants must be UK residents  • Entrants must be present within the event room 
at the time of the draw to go into the hat • Atlas Cloud employees are excluded  
• Atlas Cloud partner organisations (including their employees) are excluded
• Guest speaker organisations (including their employees) are excluded

To enter, simply join us at the live event and your name 
will be put into the hat. Terms apply (see below).

> Work hard, play hard
> Microsoft Office 365 installed

> Remote access to your computer or phone
> Quick access to Netflix, Amazon Prime and more

> Built-in speakers and voice operated remote control



Paul Butterworth
Head of Sales  | Atlas Cloud

Having worked for Microsoft in various roles for almost 27 years, Paul is a self-

confessed gadget head. From the latest Raspberry Pi to a new Office 365 Smart TV, 

the words ‘Actually, I’ve got one being delivered today’ are never far from Paul’s lips.  

About Atlas Cloud

Atlas Cloud helps to keep work secure whether operating a home, office or hybrid 

workplace model. Offering managed cloud services and cloud consultancy for 

Microsoft Office 365 and Azure-based services, our expertise has won us multiple 

awards and our insights have featured in a wide range of publications. When you’re 

ready to move to a hybrid workplace model, reconsider your IT strategy with our help.

• How your future computer may already be sitting in your pocket.

• The latest work from anywhere tech that helps to redefine your work as what 

you do, not where you go.

• How you may already have a virtual desktop included in your Microsoft license.

• How Citrix helps to deliver a smooth virtual app and desktop 

experience on any device, from any location.

www.atlascloud.co.uk



Alex Holt
Director of Business Development 
The Cashroom

Alex spent a number of years as a partner in a top 50 law firm, before co-founding a 

specialist legal sector executive search business. Following this Alex headed up the 

strategy for a global IT outsourcing business to enter the legal sector. He joined The 

Cashroom to head up strategy and business development in 2014, taking the 

company into England and Wales and leading new market and product exploration. 

The Cashroom now provides its outsourced finance services to over 230 UK law 

firms.” 

www.thecashroom.co.uk

Alex will be speaking about the challenges The Cashroom faced when moving 80 of 

their people to working offsite at the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, and the lessons 

that were learned along the way regarding technology, efficiency, risk, compliance, 

and culture.



Discover more at:  goatlas.co/hybrid

Hybrid working – a split between home and office 
working – is gaining increasing traction, with many 

observers expecting it to become the future of work. 

Our latest survey looks into rapidly shifting UK work 
preferences and the implications for implementing a 

hybrid workplace strategy.

Average monthly commute saving 
when working from home

expect NOT to
be able to work 
their preference
post lockdown

Fully home-based

Mostly home-based, 
occasionally office-based

Mixed home and
office working

Mostly office-based, 
occasionally home-based

Fully office-based

Employees Employers

7.11% 21.16%

8.12% 12.51%

23.90% 20.99%

32.32% 22.35%

28.54% 22.98%
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